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February had no full moon, so March starts with one in
the sign of Virgo. An awareness of others and how to help
them brings solutions to our separateness. Friday, the 2nd,
is great for business and happy moods. This feeling can
lead to a very romantic encounter for the weekend. On the
world scene, there is a concern for the starving millions
while others have plenty. March starts as a month of caring
and sharing, and it ends with action for the needy. The
Universe is abundant. There is plenty for all. By moving the
wheel of charity, we bring round the new and improved
life we seek. There could be problems with transportation
for 3 weeks starting the 22nd. Events will bring a chance to
look within to see who and what we truly are. Meditation is
exceptionally good for these 3 weeks. It’s a time to plan our
personal goals. Realizing our potential can be a gold strike,
but spirit must take precedence over ego. Some will feel
strained by this concept; others will benefit. The economy
could be affected by labor disputes. This all stems from a
movement toward higher-minded, humanitarian issues.
Business is becoming aware of “instant karma”. Be fair to
the people, or close shop. Mercury goes retrograde on the
22nd. It would be ill advised to attempt risky activities. This
slowing of our thought processes can cause injuries because
the brain is not quite keeping up with our body. The 24th
has an example of this. The Spring/Vernal Equinox starts at
10:16 am MST March 20th. The chart shows a year of action
and character scrutiny. The stars favor business growth on
auto-pilot. The economic cycle is in an upswing, yet parts of
the economy are just bubbles. Another Blue Moon arrives
on the 31st. It only points to the need for peace and balance
after a tumultuous final week of March. Things are bursting
forth with the growth of spring. Nature’s aromatherapy has
returned. Can love replace negativity? Action can and will
try. Stay tuned.

The Aries part of April is always trying to heat things up
and get them growing. April starts with a new plan for
infrastructure. This can work. Maybe the benefits can help
to pay a little towards the national debt. We are getting too
close to the limit for economic survival as a country. Backing
away from that pitfall could be more important than tax cuts
for the well-off. Also starting April, we see stubbornness
from a leader which could be related to violence toward
long-standing structures, especially in the Middle East.
In America, there will be tearing down of the old, but in a
civilized manner. Either way, it will be “explosive”. Try not to
travel on the 4th/5th as confusion causes injuries. The 7th
starts with strange calmness. It can be a time to build a way
to bring peace. Quick actions save lives that day. The 10th
can be an evening to celebrate after a “reign of terror” is
ended. Make a date for that night! If you do, you will see that
blossom immediately by the 12th. Crowds and action fill the
14th. This is the perfect day for voices to be heard. No one’s
spirit is superior to anyone else’s. We all have this day to
claim our dreams as a right. The word is powerful as Mercury
stands still and takes aim on injustices. Though some feel
sure they know what is right and can take corrective action,
this movement is about group recognition of the truth to
protect individual freedom. Emancipation Day on the 17th is
poignant to realize man’s capacity for cruelty towards other
people. Remember, we’re all equal spirits who have chosen
these bodies to experience the joy of the physical world,
but also as a way to perfect ourselves in the mind of a God.
Hitler’s birthday on the 20th and Pluto turning retrograde
on the 22nd can demonstrate the vindictive minds of the
world. Most people are not that way unless indoctrinated
or raised that way. Earth Day on the 22nd begins something
very strong to help save the planet and save us all.
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